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Abstract
Existing Chinese text error detection mainly001
focuses on spelling errors and simple grammat-002
ical errors. These errors have been studied ex-003
tensively and are relatively simple for humans.004
Chinese Semantic Error Recognition (CSER)005
pays attention to more complex semantic errors006
that humans cannot easily recognize compared007
with Chinese text error detection. Considering008
the complex syntactic relation between words,009
we find that syntactic structure from the syn-010
tax tree can help identify semantic errors. In011
this paper, we consider adopting the pre-trained012
models to solve the task of CSER. To make013
the model learn syntactic structure in the pre-014
training stage, we designed a novel pre-training015
task to predict the syntactic structure from the016
syntax tree between different words. Due to017
the lack of a published dataset for CSER, we018
build a high-quality dataset for CSER for the019
first time named Corpus of Chinese Linguistic020
Semantic Acceptability (CoCLSA), which is021
extracted from the high school examinations.022
The experimental results on the CoCLSA show023
that our pre-trained model based on the new024
pre-training task has a positive performance025
compared with existing pre-trained models.026

1 Introduction027

The recognition of text errors such as Chinese028

spelling errors (Jiang et al., 2012; Wang et al.,029

2021) and Chinese grammar errors (Lee et al.,030

2015) is widely mentioned in previous research.031

However, there is no sufficient research on seman-032

tic errors of Chinese sentences, including improper033

collocation, improper word order, incomplete or034

redundant components, confusion in structure, un-035

clear semantics, and illogical errors. The recogni-036

tion of semantic errors has essential applications037

in the domain of education, journalism, and pub-038

lishing. In this paper, we consider the Chinese039

Semantic Error Recognition (CSER) task, a binary040

classification task to determine whether a Chinese041

sentence has semantic errors.042

Task Sentence

CSC
个人触须（储蓄）卡存款也有利息吗

Is there interest on personal tentacle (debit) card deposits

GCED
从小到大为了你们（你们为了）照顾我，付出很多
Since childhoood, you have paid a lot to take care of me

CSER
英法帝国主义烧毁并洗劫（洗劫并烧毁）了北京圆明园

British and French imperialism burned and ransacked
(ransacked and burned) Beijing’s Old Summer Palace

Table 1: Examples of different tasks. The incorrect
semantics cannot be translated in the sentence in CGED
task, so we translate it into the correct semantics.

Unlike Chinese Spelling Check (CSC) and Chi- 043

nese Grammatical Error Diagnosis (CGED), CSER 044

is oriented to more complex incorrect sentence phe- 045

nomena and needs to understand the sentence’s se- 046

mantics to make a judgment. Table 1 shows the ex- 047

amples of text errors for different tasks. As shown 048

in Table 1, the error in the sentence in CSER task is 049

improper word order because “洗劫” (ransacked) 050

should be placed before “烧毁” (burned) due to 051

the time sequence. More examples can be seen in 052

Appendix A, consisting of all types of semantic er- 053

rors. According to Table 1, we can see that Chinese 054

grammatical errors and Chinese spelling errors can 055

be recognized easily by humans. However, the 056

sentences with semantic errors are relatively fluent 057

and even difficult for humans to recognize because 058

these errors usually require the syntactic structure 059

of words to be judged. 060

Sentences with semantic errors have a strong cor- 061

relation with syntactic information. For example, 062

as shown in Figure 1, the mistake of the sentence 063

is that there is a wrong dependency between “烧 064

毁” (burned) and “洗劫” (ransacked), which can 065

be discovered by syntactic parsing. In the incor- 066

rect sentence, “烧毁” (burned) is the parent node 067

of “洗劫” (ransacked). However, in the correct 068

sentence, “洗劫” (ransacked) should be the parent 069

node of “烧毁” (burned). Therefore, it is beneficial 070

for the model to learn the relationship of nodes in 071

the syntax tree. 072
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英      法      帝国主义      烧毁  并   洗劫      了   北京   圆明园
×

British French imperialism burned ransacked Beijing Old Summer Palace

Figure 1: Syntax analysis of semantic incorrect sen-
tences, the incorrect semantic is marked as “×”.

In this paper, we introduce a novel pre-training073

task allowing the model to learn more syntactic074

information. We randomly select a couple of words075

in a sentence and then predict the relationship of076

a couple of words through the representation of077

the hidden layer of BERT. Then we perform pre-078

training on a corpus of one million sentences from079

Wikipedia. We fine-tune the obtained pre-trained080

models on a high-quality dataset.081

To obtain a high-quality dataset for the CSER082

task, we use the web crawler to obtain Chinese083

multiple-choice questions related to incorrect se-084

mantic sentences from the online resources of the085

high school examinations in the past ten years. We086

extract sentences from the above question bank.087

Then we organize these data into a dataset with cor-088

rect sentences and incorrect semantic sentences,089

named Corpus of Chinese Linguistic Semantic090

Acceptability (CoCLSA). We fine-tune the pre-091

trained models on CoCLSA. The experimental re-092

sults show that our proposed model exceeds the093

existing pre-trained models.094

Our main contributions are summarized as fol-095

lows:096

• We propose a novel pre-training task to learn097

directional and differentiated syntactic infor-098

mation without adding additional knowledge.099

Experiments have proved that our pre-training100

task can solve the CSER task better.101

• To solve the problem of vacancy of the dataset102

for the CSER task, we provide a high-quality103

dataset for CSER with 24,228 sentences,104

namely CoCLSA.105

To facilitate this research, all the codes and the106

CoCLSA datasets in this paper will be released at107

https://XXX.108

2 Related Work109

Many researchers have made outstanding achieve-110

ments on CSC (Zhang et al., 2020) and CGED (Fu111

et al., 2018). Existing CSC and CGED models112

cannot achieve good results for CSER because se- 113

mantic errors are often difficult compared to other 114

errors. The existing CGED models do not con- 115

sider the characteristics of semantic errors; they 116

are related to the syntactic structure. Some re- 117

searchers try to solve CSER based on rules (Wu 118

et al., 2015) and the Semantic Knowledge-base 119

(Guan and Zhang, 2012; Zhang et al., 2021). How- 120

ever, for some more complex and obscure semantic 121

errors, the traditional method is powerless. As far 122

as we know, there are currently almost no investi- 123

gators researching Chinese Semantic Error Recog- 124

nition (CSER) through the pre-trained model. 125

A lot of pre-training tasks are proved to be effec- 126

tive, such as pre-training tasks in BERT, ERNIE 3.0 127

(Sun et al., 2021), BERT-wwm (Cui et al., 2019) 128

and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019). The pre-training 129

task in SEPREM (Xu et al., 2021) is a dependency 130

prediction task, which predicts the depth of depen- 131

dence between two tokens. Syntactic information 132

is added explicitly into SEPREM, which is com- 133

plicated to implement. Meanwhile, the differences 134

and directionality of syntax are not considered. In 135

our paper, we try to make the model learn syntactic 136

information in the pre-training stage with a novel 137

pre-training task to solve the CSER task better. 138

3 Methodology 139

3.1 Syntax Tree 140

Syntactic parsing shows a substantial improvement 141

in the field of NLP. In this paper, we use the depen- 142

dency parser of LTP (Che et al., 2010) to generate 143

syntactic parsing, which provides a series of Chi- 144

nese natural language processing tools. Then we 145

generate the syntax tree based on the results of 146

the syntactic parsing. We define the syntax tree as 147

T = {C,N , E}, where C represents the correlation 148

between two nodes, N , E represents node and edge 149

set. D(Ni,Nj) is denoted as the distance between 150

node Ni and Nj , which is the minimal distance 151

from node Ni along the edge to node Nj . And we 152

consider four types of correlation: child, parent, 153

sibling and indirection as follows. 154

• Cij=child if Ni is child node of Nj and 155

D(Ni,Nj)=1. 156

• Cij=parent if Ni is parent node of Nj and 157

D(Ni,Nj)=1. 158

• Cij=sibling if Ni and Nj have the same parent 159

Nk and D(Ni,Nk)=1 and D(Nj ,Nk)=1. 160
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• Cij=indirection if any of the above is not met.161

In particular, we consider that the nodes in the162

syntax tree may contain multiple Chinese charac-163

ters. Therefore, we set each Chinese character in164

the node to the same correlation with another node,165

and the correlation within the node is set to indi-166

rection. The difference in syntactic structure is167

reflected in the fact that we divide them into sev-168

eral different categories. The directionality of the169

syntactic structure is reflected in the parent node170

and the child node. On the other hand, we consider171

D(Ni,Nj)=1 for the reason that deeper syntactic172

structures are more complicated and difficult for173

the model, and burden the model.174

3.2 Syntactic Structure Prediction175

We have the following two pre-training tasks as176

shown in Figure 2. The first one is MLM, the same177

as BERT, which can learn the semantic relationship178

of context. Another pre-training task is Syntactic179

Structure Prediction (SSP), which is proposed to180

allow the pre-trained model to learn the syntactic181

structure from the syntax tree explicitly. First of182

all, we can learn from the syntax tree that there are183

four correlations between any two tokens, namely184

child, parent, sibling, and indirection. We select185

some pairs of Chinese characters and let the model186

predict the relationship between them. To ensure187

the balance of labels, 25% of the correlations be-188

tween pairs of Chinese characters we choose are189

child, 25% are parent, 25% are sibling, and oth-190

ers are indirection. We use BERT to generate the191

representation of the last hidden states of the pairs192

of Chinese characters we selected and then put it193

into the classifier for classification tasks. In this194

paper, we select Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) as195

the classifier consisting of 4 layers. We select Rec-196

tified Linear Unit as an activation function in MLP.197

We predict the type of relationship. Therefore, the198

direction and difference of the syntactic structure199

are well learned by the pre-trained model.200

4 Experiments201

4.1 CoCLSA202

We use the web crawler to obtain Chinese multiple-203

choice questions related to incorrect semantic sen-204

tences from the high school examination online205

resources in the past ten years. Then we organize206

these data into a dataset with a total of 24,228 sen-207

tences with two labels. One of the labels is correct208

Transformers 
(BERT)

(SRP)

[MASK]

Linear Classifier

vocabulary size
(MLM)

Figure 2: Structure of our pre-trained model.

Model #Line Avg.Length Error Ratio
Train 20,291 56.78 78.34%
Dev 1,937 57.44 49.97%
Test 2,000 57.53 50.00%

Table 2: Details of CoCLSA where Error Ratio means
the proportion of semantic incorrect sentences in the
total data.

sentences, and the other is incorrect semantic sen- 209

tences. We choose 20,291 sentences as the train 210

dataset, 1,937 sentences as the validation dataset, 211

and 2,000 as the test dataset. Since most of the 212

multiple-choice questions we crawl are sentences 213

with semantic errors, there are more semantic in- 214

correct sentences in CoCLSA. To ensure reason- 215

ableness, we divide the validation and test sets with 216

the same number of correct and incorrect semantic 217

sentences. Therefore, the proportion of incorrect 218

semantic sentences is higher in the training set. We 219

tried to use oversampling and undersampling meth- 220

ods to make the number of correct and incorrect 221

semantic sentences roughly the same in the train 222

set. However, we find that the effect is the same (or 223

even worse) as formal training. Hence, we use the 224

train set in Table 2 directly for experiments. More 225

details can be seen in Table 2. 226

4.2 Experimental setup 227

In the pre-training stage, we use 1 million 228

Wikipedia data as pre-training dataset. We use 229
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Model P R F1 ACC

BERT 64.7±0.9 77.3±0.8 70.5±0.3 67.9±0.7
BERT-SSP 65.7±0.2 78.4±0.3 71.5±0.2 68.7±0.2

ERNIE 65.7±0.4 77.7±1.4 71.2±0.4 68.5±0.1
ERNIE-SSP 66.3±0.6 77.7±0.4 71.5±0.2 69.1±0.5
BERT-wwm 66.6±0.8 75.8±0.5 70.9±0.4 68.9±0.6

BERT-wwm-SSP 67.1±0.7 77.8±1.8 72.0±0.6 69.8±0.4
RoBERTa 67.8±0.7 77.5±1.6 72.3±0.4 70.4±0.2

RoBERTa-SSP 68.9±0.9 77.4±1.2 72.9±0.2 71.2±0.4

Table 3: We report the average score and standard devi-
ation of 3 independent runs with different seeds.

Model P R F1 ACC

iFLYTEK-HFL 55.5 24.4 33.9 52.4
Meta Writing Assistant 59.0 28.8 38.7 54.4

BERT-SSP 67.5 76.4 71.7 69.8
ERNIE-SSP 67.9 76.0 71.7 70.0

BERT-wwm-SSP 66.0 80.0 72.3 69.4
RoBERTa-SSP 70.8 73.6 72.2 71.6

Human 72.4 78.6 75.1 74.1

Table 4: Comparison of humans and machines based on
a small test dataset containing 500 sentences, which has
the same number of correct and incorrect sentences.

LTP1 as a tool for syntactic parsing. We pre-train230

for 10 epochs with an effective batch size of 256.231

We use AdamW optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015;232

Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019) with a learning rate233

of 2e-5. We use a learning rate warmup for 2,500234

steps. In the fine-tuning stage, we use CoCLSA as235

fine-tuning dataset. We fine-tune the pre-trained236

models for 4 epochs with an effective batch size of237

32. We use AdamW optimizer with a learning rate238

of 2e-5 and weight decay of 0.01. The implementa-239

tion of pre-training and fine-tuning is based on Hug-240

gingFace’s Transformer (Wolf et al., 2019), which241

consists of 12-layer, 768-hidden, 12-heads. We242

have the following baselines: BERT-base,Chinese243

(Devlin et al., 2019), BERT-wwm (Cui et al., 2019),244

ERNIE (Sun et al., 2019), RoBERTa (Liu et al.,245

2019).246

4.3 Results and Analysis247

Table 3 demonstrates the results of different models248

on the CSER task fine-tuned with CoCLSA. Firstly,249

the best performance in our models is accomplished250

by RoBERTa-SSP, which has an improvement of251

0.6% F1 score and 0.8% accuracy compared with252

RoBERTa. Meanwhile, our models with a new pre-253

training task SSP outperform their baseline models254

with an improvement of 1% approximately. This255

proves that the pre-training task SSP is adequate256

1http://ltp.ai/

for the CSER task. 257

Table 4 shows the comparison of humans and 258

machines based on a small test dataset containing 259

500 sentences extracted from the test set in Ta- 260

ble 2. To explore the difference between the level 261

of machines and humans, we choose four college 262

students, including undergraduates, postgraduates, 263

and doctoral students. We ask them to label the 264

small test set without external help, such as the net- 265

work. We test the indicators of each person, such as 266

F1 score and accuracy, and finally, take the average 267

of four people. Although the labeling level of four 268

people cannot represent the average level of the 269

entire human being, it reflects the characteristics of 270

college students on the CSER task to a certain ex- 271

tent. We calculate the kappa correlation coefficient 272

between any two people and find that the results are 273

between 35%-45%, proving that the CSER task is 274

tricky for college students. As we can see in Table 275

4, there is still a distance for machines to reach the 276

human level of CSER task. 277

We select publicly available Meta Writing As- 278

sistant2 and iFLYTEK-HFL3 systems for measure- 279

ment. Our pre-trained models outperform them by 280

at least 33% F1 score and 17% accuracy score. The 281

results show that the existing Chinese error correc- 282

tion systems can not recognize semantic errors well 283

compared with our pre-trained models. 284

5 Conclusion 285

Unlike CGED and CSC, CSER is more difficult 286

for humans to identify semantic errors and more 287

dependent on syntactic information due to the com- 288

plexity and variety of incorrect semantic sentences. 289

This paper proposes the pre-trained model with a 290

novel pre-training task that can learn syntactic in- 291

formation better. Due to the vacancy of the dataset 292

for CSER, we provide a high-quality dataset named 293

CoCLSA. We fine-tune the pre-trained models on 294

CoCLSA. The experimental results show that our 295

models exceed existing pre-trained models and Chi- 296

nese error correction systems. Our work could 297

bring machines closer to the human level for the 298

CSER task, and there is much room for improve- 299

ment in the future. 300

2https://xiezuocat.com/
3http://check.hfl-rc.com/
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ID Sentence Error Type

1
我国棉花的生产，长期以来，一直不能自给，需要适量的进口

improper collocationThe production of cotton in our country has been unable to support itself
for a long time, and it needs appropriate imports

2
英法帝国主义烧毁并洗劫（洗劫并烧毁）了北京圆明园

improper word orderBritish and French imperialism burned and ransacked (ransacked and burned)
Beijing’s Old Summer Palace

3
有关部门严肃处理了某些加油站擅自哄抬汽油价格（的行为）

incomplete componentsRelevant departments have seriously dealt with (the acts of) some gas stations
driving up gasoline prices without authorization

4
有一部分网友却对雷锋及雷锋精神提出了各种各样的所谓质疑（疑问）

redundant components
Some netizens have raised various so-called doubts about Lei Feng and his spirit

5
他的家乡是福建省福州市人

confusion in structure
His hometown is Fuzhou, Fujian Province people

6
山上的水宝贵，我们把它留给晚上来的人喝

unclear semantics
The water is precious, we leave it to people who come to drink at night (late)

7
与会专家一致认为，当前防止煤矿不出事故的最好办法，就是加强安全工作

illogical errorsThe experts at the meeting agreed that the best way to prevent coal mines
without accidents is to strengthen safety work

Table 5: Examples of CSER task with seven types of error.

A Appendix409

We list all types of semantic errors as shown in410

Table 5. These semantic errors are often examined411

in Chinese examinations of junior and senior high412

schools. In Sentence 1, “不能自给” (unable to sup-413

port) should modify “棉花” (cotton), not “棉花的414

生产” (production of cotton). In Sentence 2, “烧毁”415

(burned) should be placed after “洗劫” (ransacked)416

according to the chronological order. Sentence 3417

lacks the object “的行为” (the acts). In Sentence 4,418

“质疑” (call into question) contains the meaning of419

“提出” (raise). Sentence 5 mixes the two complete420

sentences together. The one is that “他的家乡是421

福建省福州市” (His hometown is Fuzhou, Fujian422

Province). The other is that “他是福建省福州市423

人” (He is a native of Fuzhou, Fujian Province).424

Sentence 6 is ambiguous because “晚上来” can425

be interpreted as “晚上/来” (at night) or “晚/上来”426

(late). There is a logical problem with Sentence 7,427

that is, inappropriate multiple negative words. We428

only need to keep one of “防止” (prevent) and “不”429

(without).430
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